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Abstract. The paper presents solutions of two-fluid 

magnetic hydrodynamics equations describing small-
scale fast magnetosonic stable waves — nonlinear whis-
tlers moving in a cold magnetized plasma at an angle α 
to the external magnetic field. At the fixed angle α, the 
Alfvén Mach number of the whistlers has a narrow 
range of allowed values. It has been found that when 
passing from extremely small Mach numbers to ex-
tremely large ones, amplitudes and spatial structure of 
wave velocity components and whistler magnetic field 

change significantly. The range of angles of the motion 
direction of whistlers with respect to direction of the 
external magnetic field vector is determined. Within this 
range, the obtained approximate analytical and numeri-
cal solutions are in satisfactory agreement. 

Keywords: magnetosonic waves; nonlinear whis-
tlers. 

 
 

 

 
INTRODUCTION 

This paper studies stable nonlinear waves – whistlers 
propagating at an angle α (α≠π/2) to a constant uniform 
magnetic field in a cold collisionless plasma. The em-
phasis is on fast magnetic sound (FMS) waves, which 
under the condition ωHe<<ωpe have a frequency 
ωHi<<ω<ωHecosα and wavelengths of order of electron 
inertial length с/ωpe (here ωHi is the ion cyclotron fre-
quency, ωHе is the electron cyclotron frequency, ωpe is 
the electron plasma frequency, с is the speed of light). 
FMS waves in this frequency range have several names: 
whistling atmospherics, whistler waves, helicons, and 
whistlers [Akhiezer et al., 1974; Gershman, Ugarov, 
1960]. In this paper, these waves are called whistlers. 
Whistlers are quite often observed in many phenomena 
that occur in the magnetized cosmic plasma. For exam-
ple, whistlers exciting in near-Earth plasma due to con-
tinuous lightning discharges in Earth’s atmosphere 
[Gershman, Ugarov, 1960] are constantly recorded by 
ground-based radio receivers. Another example is the 
recent discovery that whistlers play an essential role in 
the formation of the structure of collisionless shocks 
[Balogh, Treumann, 2013], in particular, near-Earth 
shocks [Wilson III, 2016]. 

As follows from the results obtained by Saffman 
[1961], for stable nonlinear whistlers moving strictly 
along lines of the external magnetic field, the wave 
magnetic field has two components comparable in mag-
nitude and transverse to the direction of wave propaga-
tion, and the wave magnetic field vector rotates in the 
same transverse plane. The characteristic spatial scale of 
whistlers is ~c/ωpe. The velocity of the whistler travel-
ing strictly along the external magnetic field is by an 
order of magnitude higher than the Alfvén velocity in an 
unperturbed plasma, and the amplitude of the transverse 
components of the whistler wave field at its maximum 
velocities is by an order of magnitude higher than the 
strength of the external magnetic field. This study 

shows that whistlers moving at an angle to the magnetic 
field have a similar structure. 
 
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM  
AND BASIC EQUATIONS 

Consider the problem of the structure of a nonlinear 
disturbance in a cold magnetized plasma, which moves 
with a velocity U0 at an angle α to the HB external sta-
tionary magnetic field. Use the frame of reference asso-
ciated with the disturbance wave. Suppose that the mo-
tion of plasma particles is nonrelativistic. Restrict our-
selves to a one-dimensional case, i.e. assume that all 
variables depend only on the coordinate x. Assume in 
addition that in an unperturbed plasma the external ho-
mogeneous magnetic field has components 
Hx0=HBcosα and Hz0=HBsinα. In the approximation of 
two-fluid magnetohydrodynamics, assuming that, when 
the condition ωHe<ωpe holds, the plasma is quasineutral, 
and the effects associated with the finite pressure of the 
background plasma can be ignored, obtain the following 
relations for stable waves in a hydrogen plasma [Karp-
man, 1973; Tidman, Krall, 1971; Sagdeyev, 1964; Kel-
logg, 1964; Aldam, Allen, 1958]: 

mpUdvp/dx=eE+e[vp×H]/c,  
meUdve/dx=–eE–e[ve×H]/c,  

( )p e4 / , 0,en c∇× = p − ∇× =H v v E   
ne(x)=np(x)=n(x), Up(x)=Ue(x)=U(x),  
n(x)U(x)=сonst=j,  
Нх=сonst=Hх0≡H0, Еу=сonst,  
Еz=сonst, Ех=–[1/(mc)][(mеvp+mpve)×H]x.  

Here E and H are the electric and magnetic field vec-
tors, U is the x plasma particle velocity component, n is the 
particle density, vp and mp are the proton velocity vector 
and mass, ve and me is the electron velocity vector and 
mass, e is the electron charge, m=m p+ me. The above rela-
tions yield the following momentum conservation laws:  
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mU+(Ну
2+Нz

2)/(8πj)=р,  
mpVp+meVe–Н0Ну/(4πj)=р1,  
mpWp+meWe–Н0Нz/(4πj)=р2,  

where p, p1, and p2 are constants, and V and W denote y 
and z particle velocity components respectively. Speci-
fying the variables in the unperturbed plasma (x→–∞)  

Hу=0, Hz=Hz0, dH/dx=0, Ех=Еz=0,  
Еу=U0Hz0/с, U=U0, n=n0, Vp=Ve=Wp=We=0,  

get for constants 
р=mU0+Нz0

2/(8πj), р1=0, р2=–Н0Нz0/(4πj).  
Introduce dimensionless variables and parameters. 

Normalize the coordinate by the length c/ωp and sym-
bolize as 

ξ=хωp/c,  

where ( )2
p 0 e p pe4 / ,n e m m mω = p ≈ ω  designate the 

dimensionless time as 
τ=ωgt,  

where ( )g e p/ .BeH c m mω =  Denote the dimensionless 

quantities of the magnetic field components, normalized 
to HB, by h (with corresponding index); the x, y, and z 
particle velocity components, normalized to VA, by u, v, 
and w respectively (here A 0/ 4ВV H n m= p  is the Alf-
vén wave velocity in the unperturbed plasma). Desig-
nate the dimensionless potential as ψ=2 eφ/(mU0

2). Use 
the following notations for dimensionless parameters: 
Alfvén Mach number M=U0/V A, h0=H0/HB=cosα, 
root of the particle mass ratio p e/ ,m mm =  R=μ+1/μ. 

Given that u=dξ/dτ, the above relations yield a sys-
tem of equations for finding dimensionless components 
of particle velocities and magnetic field components in a 
disturbance wave: 

dve/dτ=μ(uhz–Mhz0–weh0), (1) 
dwe/dτ=μ(veh0–uhy), (2) 
dhy/dτ=[h0(hz–hz0)–Мwe]/μ, (3) 
dhz/dτ=(Mve–h0hy)/μ, (4) 
u=M+(hz0

2–hy
2–hz

2)/(2M), (5) 
vp=–ve/μ+(1+μ–2)h0hy/M, (6) 
wp=–we/μ+(1+μ–2)h0(hz–hz0)/M. (7) 
System of equations (1)–(4) in view of (5) is suffi-

cient to find magnetic field and electron velocity com-
ponents. Equations (6)–(7) allow us to find proton ve-
locity components.  

System of equations (1)–(7) can be solved with nu-
merical methods for solving systems of differential 
equations. To solve it, the Runge–Kutta method was 
employed. The accuracy of the numerical solutions was 
checked by comparing them with analytical formulas 
for two particular cases: 1) a wave moving strictly along 
(α=0) the external magnetic field [Saffman, 1961]; 2) a 
wave moving strictly across (α=π/2) the external mag-
netic field [Aldam, Allen, 1958]. The comparison has 
shown that the calculation accuracy was at least 10–5. 

APPROXIMATE 
ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 
OF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS (1)–(7) 

Taking into account the results obtained by Saffman 
[1961], it can be assumed that for oblique FMS waves 
traveling at the maximum possible velocity almost 
along the external field (hz0<<1, h0≈1), the amplitude of 
the transverse components of the wave magnetic field 
considerably (tens of times) exceeds the strength of the 
HB external magnetic field. Using this fact, in the first 
approximation we can ignore the contribution of the 
transverse component of the external magnetic field hz0 
to the total field and can put hz0=0 as the boundary con-
dition (if x→–∞). With this simplification, system of 
equations (1)–(7) has an analytic solution. Indeed, if 
hz0=0, (1)–(7) yield the following relations: 

we
2+ve

2=μ2(M2–u2), wp
2+vp

2=(M2–u2)/μ2,  
wehy–vehz=–μ2(wphy–vphz)=  
=μM(wevp–wpve)/(Rh0)=μdu/dτ,  
(wevр–wрvу)2+(vevр+wewр)2=  
=(we

2+ve
2)(wp

2+vp
2)=(M2–u2)2,  

which can be reduced to one differential equation for u: 
du/dτ=(M–u)[4M2–h0

2R2–2M(M–u)]1/2.  
Hence, taking into account the boundary conditions, 

after integration we get 
u=M–2λ2sech2(λτ)/M, (8) 

( )2 2 2 s еch ,y zb h h= + = λ λτ   

where 2 2 1 2
0λ= (μ+μ ) / 4.M h −−  The difference from 

the solution derived by Saffman [1961] is that the pa-
rameter λ depends on h0=cosα. Given h0=cosα=1, for-
mulas (8)–(9) coincide with the formulas obtained by 
Saffman [1961]. As in [Saffman, 1961], in this solution 
for each given angle α, the wave Mach number has a 
limited range of possible values: 

( ) ( )1/ cos / 2 1/ cos / 2.Mm + m α < < m + m α   

Represent the field components through its modulus b 
as 

hz=bcosβ, hy=bsinβ.  
Find the argument β, taking into account formulas 

(1)–(4): β=β(τ)=(μ2–1)h0/(2μ)τ. Thus, the final formu-
las for the magnetic field components are 

hz=2λcosβsech(λτ),  (9) 
hy=2λsinβsech(λτ),   

where β=β(τ)=(μ2–1)h0 /(2μ)τ=γτ(γ=h0(μ–1/μ)/2). With 
these formulas, equations (3)–(4) give expressions for 
the transverse components of electron velocities; and 
(6)–(7), for the transverse components of ion velocities. 
It remains to find the whistler potential profile; to do 
this, use the formula 
dφ/dx=[1/(mc)][(mevp+mpve)×H]x. Being dimension-
less, this formula takes the form  

с(dφ/dx)/(НVA)=mM2(dψ/dξ)/[2(mеmр)1/2]=  
=(mе/m)(vрhz–wрhy)+(mр/m)(vehz–wehy).  

Using here the relations 
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vрhz–wрhy=–(me/mр)(vehz–wehy)=  
=–(me/mр)1/2u(du/dξ),  

get 
dψ/dξ=–[(μ2–1)/(μ2+1)][d(u2/M2)/dξ].  

Taking into account the boundary conditions and as-
suming that μ2>>1, have ψ=1–u2/M2. It is easy to see that 
the whistler potential is maximum ψ=ψm, and the x particle 
velocity component is minimum u=0 at τ=0: 

ψm=ψ(0)=1–(1–2λ2/М2)2=4(1–λ2/М2)λ2/М2  
=(h0

2R2/М2)[1–h0
2R2/(4М2)].  

The maximum potential is zero at the minimum 
Mach number M=h0R/2 and has a limit value ψ=1 at 
the maximum Mach number 0 / 2.M h R=  An interest-
ing feature of the results should be noted: the minimum 
propagation velocity of the nonlinear whistlers consid-
ered, with amplitudes of the magnetic field components 
and potential being infinitely small, is equal to the max-
imum phase velocity FMS waves with wavelengths 
~c/ωpe have in the linear approximation. 

To complete the calculations, from (8) derive a for-
mula that relates ξ to τ: 

ξ(τ)=Mτ–2λth(λτ)/M.  
With this formula, the relations for the potential, magnetic 
field and plasma particle velocity components completely 
determine the structure of the whistlers. Figures 1–3 pre-
sent spatial profiles of magnetic field components and the 
potential for two Mach numbers, one of which, M=27.56, 
is nearly maximum; the other, M=22.44, nearly minimum. 
These Figures show that as the Mach number decreases, 
the spatial structure of potential and magnetic field compo-
nent profiles changes, and the amplitudes of magnetic field 
components and potential decrease. The spatial profile of 
the potential (Figure 3) takes the shape of a solitary wave, 
or soliton. The potential profile for ion-acoustic soliton 
[Akhiezer et al., 1974; Sagdeyev, 1964] and the potential 
and magnetic field profiles for a strictly transverse magne-
tosonic soliton [Akhiezer et al., 1974; Karpman, 1973; 
Tidman, Krall, 1971; Sagdeyev, 1964; Aldam, Allen, 
1958] have a similar shape. 
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Figure 1. Profiles of whistler magnetic field components 
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Figure 2. Profiles of whistler magnetic field components 
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Figure 3. Spatial profiles of the whistler potential for 

M=27.56 and M=22.44 
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Figure 4. Spatial profiles of the hz component obtained 

from numerical calculations (solid line) and calculated from 
formula (9) (dashed line) for M=20.7, h0=0.9, and hz 0=0.43 
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To determine the limits of applicability, our ap-
proximate solutions were compared with solutions 
derived from numerical calculations. Results of this 
comparison are presented in Figure 4, which shows 
only half of the hz profile symmetric about the point 
ξ=0. The closest agreement is observed for Mach 
numbers close to extremely large values for which the 
comparison allowed us to establish the range of ap-
plicability of our approximation – an angle range of 
0°<α<80° (1>h0>0.2). In this range, analytical solu-
tions can be used for describing the magnetic field 
structure in oblique whistlers. 

I believe that the nonlinear solutions obtained for 
whistlers determine the nonlinear structure of the shock 
discontinuity of supercritical oblique collisionless shock 
waves (CSW), at the front of which there are magnetic 
field jumps of sufficiently high amplitude [Balogh, 
Treumann, 2013]. This refers to CSWs propagating in 
space plasma, in particular, interplanetary and near-
Earth CSWs. The spatial structure of the magnetic field 
jump at the CSW front is assumed to have the form of a 
nonlinear whistler. This assumption is confirmed by the 
numerical experiment described by Krasnoselskikh et 
al. [2002]. The authors emphasize the essential role 
played by nonlinear whistlers in the formation of the 
front of strong CSWs.  

 
MAIN RESULTS 
AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Solutions have been found for two-fluid hydrody-
namics equations describing small-scale fast magneto-
sonic nonlinear waves – whistlers moving through 
plasma at an angle α to the external magnetic field.  

2. At a fixed angle α, the Alfvén Mach number M of 
whistlers has a small range of allowed values: 

cos / 2 cos / 2.Mm α < < m α  When passing from ex-
tremely small Mach numbers to extremely large ones, the 
amplitude and spatial structure of the potential of wave 
velocity components and whistler magnetic field change 
significantly. 

3. The range of angles of the motion direction of 
whistlers relative to the direction of the external mag-
netic field vector has been determined. Within this 
range, the obtained approximate analytical and numeri-
cal solutions are in satisfactory agreement. For whistler 
velocities close to the highest values cos / 2M ≈ m α  
this is the range of angles 0°<α <80°.  

The work was carried out as part of Project II.16.1.3 
of SB RAS Program for Fundamental Scientific Re-
search II.16.1 with budgetary funding of Basic Research 
program II.16. 
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